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ABSTRACT

Using the Behevioral language VHDL and the latest technology and methods to
design and generate the programming file for a Barrel Shıfter which is used to floating Point
arithmetic operations.The Design perform successfully and learn how to create an electronic
design.
In this Project, may not get a chance to do electronic design; preferences is to do
programming but nowadays,the electronic design process is to write program such as
VHDLNerilog etc.
Barrel Shifter design proved successfull and left is to program device just clicking and iSE
tool.
Nowadays,the device somewhere in any lab ,all to do these using internet and program
that device.It cost fee.
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CHAPTER

ONE: INTRODUCTION

The aim of this project is to design simulate and generate the programming code
for a 16 bit BARREL SHIFTER to implement into SPARTAN 3- FPGA device.

This Project describes a way to create a common-clock (synchronous) version
of shifting a data word by a given Shift Amount, with the depth and width being
adjustable within the VHDL code.

The project consists of introduction, two chapters and conclusion;

Chapter two; presents how to make a project by using ISE 9.1 i, description about
my project and functions of my project.

Chapter three; giving information about what i m use in project and how it
works software properties.

Finally, the conclusion section presents the important results obtained within the
project.

CHAPTER

TWO: BARREL

SHIFTER

WITH THE

VHDL DESIGN

1.1. Design Description
Describing

design is BARREL SHIFTER.

A barrel shifter is a digital circuit
specified

number of bits. It can be implemented

multiplexers.
connected

that can shift a data word by a

In this implementation,

as a sequence

of

the output of one MUX is

to the input of the next MUX in a way that depends on the

shift distance.

The number of multiplexers

required

is n*log2(n),

for an n

bit word. Four common word sizes and the number of multiplexers
needed are listed below:
•

64-bit -

64 * log2(64)

=

•

32-bit -

32 * log2(32)

= 32 * 5 = 160

•

16-bit -

16 * l o g-f l

•

8-bit -

8

*

log2(8)

ô

=

)

8

64 * 6

=

16 * 4

*

3

=

=
=

384

64

24

. For example a four-bit barrel shifter, with inputs A, B, C and D. The shifter can
cycle the order of the bits ABCD. That is, it can 'shift' all of the outputs up to three
positions to the right (and thus make any cyclic combination of A, B, C and D). The
barrel shifter has a variety of applications, including being a vital component in
microprocessors (alongside the ALU).

2

1.1.1. Implementation
Often, the barrel shifter
2xl multiplexers.

is implemented

For a four-bit

as a cascade

barrel shifter,

of parallel

an intermediate

signal is

used which shifts by two bits, or passes the same data, based on the
value of S[l]. This signal is then shifted by another multiplexer,
controlled

which is

by S [O]:

im = IN, if S[l] == O
=IN<<2,ifS[l]==l
OUT=

im, if S[O] == O
•

= im << 1, if S[O] == 1
Larger barrel shifters

have additional

stages.

1.1.2. Uses
The barrel shifter is used in floating-point
For a floating-point
numbers

add or subtract

must be aligned,

the right, increasing

operation,

which requires

its exponent,

arithmetic
the mantissa

shifting

hardware.
of the

the smaller number to

until it matches the exponent

larger number. This is done by subtracting

the exponents,

of the

and using the

barrel shifter to shift the smaller number to the right by the difference,
in one cycle. If a simple shifter were used, shifting
would require n clock cycles.

3

by n bit positions

1.2. Design Flow

REQUIREMENT

ı
SPECIFICATION

-

ı
WRITE THE VHDL CODE

l
DEFINE THE INPUTS

l
DEFINE THE FUNCTION

l

~

WRITE THE VHDL CODE
If there is an error in
the VHDL codes

l
ENTER THE DESIGN

l
SYNTHESIZE

ı
WRITING TEST BENCH

-

If there is an error correct
the VHDL code

ı
SIMULATING

Figure.1

Design

4

Process

1.2.1. Requirement

1.2.1.1.

Hardware

requirement

Using FGPA(Field

Programmable

Gate Array) chip that XC3S200

device from family of SPARTAN-3.
FGPA's have traditionally
applications

where designs

rather than cost.The

found use in high-speed

tend to be more constrained

explosion

of integration

led to the more recent widespread

custom digital
by performance

and reduction

in price has

use of FPGAs in common embedded

applications.

SPARTAN-3 has ;

•

1.2.1.2.

Software

200.000 gates

Requirement

VHDL (Very high speed integrated

circuit

Hardware

Description

Language)
Design used XİLİNX 9.1 i

1.2.2. Specification
• Writing the program

according

• Using entity,input-output
• Defining

to these input-output.

and architecture

decleration.

two signal this program one of them DIN_BIT and

DOUT _BIT the other signal is S_INT.

5

1.2.3. Define the Inputs

and Outputs

DOUT(15:0)

D1N(15:0)
SHIFT_AMT(3:0)
CLK
ENB

Figure.2

Block Diagram

The inputs and outputs of the BARREL SHIFTER:

Inputs:

•

DIN

•

CLOCK

•

SHIFT _AMT

DIN : 16 BIT ENTERING

DATA TO BARREL SHIFTER

CLK : I BIT SYSTEM CLOCK

SHIFT _AMT : 4 BIT SHIFT AMOUNT

6

Outputs:

•

DOUT:

DOUT

16 BIT OUTPUT DATA

1.2.4. The Functions of Barrel SHIFTERS
In design data input is rotated right by 4 bit Shift Amount and
gives me the Data Output.The

rotation

function;

•

Synchronous

with the clock

•

Bits are shifted the desired number of bit positions

in a

single clock cycle
•

So th at it is a fast operation

because

of we can shift the data

as much as we want in a single clock cycle.

1.2.5.Enter the Design
Design used to entity section of the VHDL code to implement
inputs and outputs.Using
implement

the architecture

the

section of the VHDL code to

the processes.

1.2.5.1. Create an HDL Source
In this section,
Determine
continue

creating

the language

the top-level

HDL file for design.

that i wish to use for the BARREL_SHIFT.

either to the "Creating

a VHDL Source".

1.2.5.2. Creating a VHDL Source
We open the xilinx 9.1 i and we select file and new Project as
figure 3.

7

Then,

RecerıtE.ies
R~erıl:Projects

sı;,g Sources
No flow available

@ Erıors

'f{ Processes

L w'aıninçs

[ü 1 cl Shel

lt)

Frıd ın fles

Credl:e a new project

CAPS

Figure.3

And we are writing

as Project

Creating

project

name 'BARRREL_SH

8

I FT' as figure 4.

Enter a ~lame and Location for the Project
Project 1ocation

froject Name:

.,.,,__,_ , --···--·"' lE)0-eb-.~~-~K-_ s_-FD=91i~~~RA-E~_*(=~~~: ı O

RREL_SHIFT

Select the Type of Top-Level Souce for the Project
IwLevel

Source Type:

•

ffore Info

Figure.4

And click next.Then
project

Entering

project

name

it shows the Device properties;new

iSE

which will target the FPGA device on the SPARTAN3

To create a new project:

1. Select File>

New Project. .. The New Project Wizard appears.

2. Type BARREL_SHIFT

in the Project

3. Enter or browse to a location

Name field.

(directory

path) for the new project.

BARREL_SHIFT
subdirectory

is created automatically.

4. Verify that HDL is selected

from the Top-Level

9

Source Type list.

A

~ Click Next to move to the device properties
Fill in the properties
. Product

Category:

page.

in the table as shown below:

All

. Family: Spartan3
, Device:

XC3S 200

, Package:

FT256

, Speed Grade: -4
,Top-Level
,synthesis

Source Type: HDL
Tool: XST (VHDL/Verilog)

,simulator:
,Preferred

iSE Simulator
Language:

(VHDL/Verilog)

Verilog (or VHDL)

, Verify that Enable Enhanced

Design Summary is selected.

Leave the default values in the remaining

fields.

When the table is co mp l et e" your project properties
the following

will look like

figure 5.

Select the Devıce and Design Flc,•N for the F'roiect
Property

Value

Name

Product Category

All

Family

Spartan3

V

V

'""Y"

Device

.><C3S200

Package

FT256

V

Speed

-4

V

Top-Level Source Type

H,)L

Synthesis Tool

><ST [VHDLNerilog)

Simulator

iSE Simulator [VHDLNerilog)

••• '",,:'.,~YO

'"•••••·••••-'••'•••••"•r.~

"'~

Preferred Language

Display Incremental Messages

•••;;·.-,.,.-:.~

··cc,

-yy-·~

\/HDL

Enable Enhanced Design Summary
, Enable Message Filtering

~y

G2]

O
O

<

More Info

Figure.5

Device
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properties

~ack

r

t[ext >

Cancel

Then click next.

Create a Nev,,• Source
[ New -9.ource..

ı

Type

Source File

Creating a new source to ad.d to the project is optional. Only one new source can be created with the New Project Wizard.
Additional sources canbe created and added to the project by using the "Project->New Source" command.
Existing sources can be added on the next page.

< ,S_ack

More Info

Figure.6

Creating

tlext

>

Cancel

project

Then we again click next as figure 7.

,6.dd E;-:isting Source=s:
Source

Copy to Project

File

Adding existıng sources is optional. .6.ddıtional sources can be added
Source" or "Project->Add
Copy of Source" commands.

More

after the project

<

Info

Figure.7

Adding

11

sources

]iack

is created

J[

Add~ource

using the "Project->.6.dd

!:!ext>

Cancel

ga ı n click next.After

that; it shows the

our Project

summary

as below;

Project Navigator will create a new project with the following specifications:
Project:
Project
Name:
BARREL_SHIFT
Project
Path:
E:\hlebPACK_SFD
Top
Level
Source
Type:
HDL
Device:
Device
Family:
Device:
Package:
Speed:
Synthesis
Simulator:
Pre:ferred

9ıi\BARREL

SHIFT

Spartan3
xc3s200
:ft256
-4

Tool:
XST
(VHDL/Verilog)
ISE Simulator
(VHDL/Verilog)
Language:
VHDL

Enhanced
Design
Summary:
enabled
Mess8lg<=Filte_ring:
q:i,sal:ı,led

< flack

Figure.8

Finally

Project

we click finish and we adding new source at VHDL module as

Bel

·.'.~1BARREL.
t.1. xc3s20Ü··

Project Files
Ioggle Paths

C[eYIUP

Ardjve ...
lake 2f1apshot

.o.pply!'._roject prooetes ...
5outce Control

I

'"'%

Processes ,~ ,c3,200
AddEl<IStırıgSouıce

'

Add

=

+

~

finish

summary

below;

Souıces toı

··ı [

CıeateNewSoorce

Deı.ıgnUtihlıes

t: Processes

,.LW'aırıngs ~·TclShel

ıi.'tı FindınFile$

a rew soc ce to the ~~oıect

Figure.9

Creating
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new source

Cancel

After that we type BARREL_SHIFT

as file name and we select the

HDL Mo dul e then we click next as below;

IP (Coregen & Architecture Wizard)
Schematic

ın

, ı § User Document
iv Verilog Module
!N, Verilog Test Fixture
!''"•

file name:

VHDL Module

ll[S VHDL Library

G VHDL Package

L..... .....

B

f[

c,

!E:\WebPACK SFD 91 i\BARREL SHIFT

~ VHDL Test Bench

•..• •

-

-

-

e,dd to project

._

More Info

Figure.IO

•......... ,..• ,, ..•....

H_ext

>

ı [

Cancel

Selection module

In define ModuJe,decJare the ports for the counter design by filling
ın the port information

Entity Name

as shown in Figure 1 I.

BARREL_SHIFT

Architecture Name :Behavioral
Bus

Direction

.ın

vG::]
vG::]

.m

vD

.in

DOUT

LSB

MSB

vB

out
ın

vD

.ın

vO

in

V

ın

vD

ın

V

ın

vO

o

3

o

15

o

[]

<

More Into

Figure.11

15

_6..ack

Defining inputs-outputs

13

I [----ti~:~t;

'j

I

Cancel

d

click

next..

And our VHDL code is as in figure

12.

X

:;ce:

- '1 »:3s201J.4ıt256
~BARREL_SHIFT · Behaın~!BARREL

19 - - -- - - - ---------- -- --- - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --- - - ------- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - ---20 library EE:
21 use IEEE.STD LCG 1164.ALL;
22 use Im.STD LCi;IC ARITR.ALL;
23 use IEEE.STD LOGIC UNSIGNED.!.LL;
24
26 ---- arıy iılim: prir:ıit.ıves ıt this code,
27

--litrnry DiEH\;

28 --use UNISrn. tJ(omponent.s, ai l:
29
30 entity BARRı:L_SHIFT is
31
Port I DIN : in STD_LCY;I,:_'JEÇ(f. (15 dounto 0);
32
SHIFT_AMT: in STD_LXIC_VECTc} (3 dosnto O);
33
CLK : ın STD LOGE;
34
DOUT : out n_L((IC_\/ECH. (15 dovnto O)):
3 5 end BARREL SHIFT;
36
37 architecture Behavioral of B!.RREL SH!liıT ıs
38
39 begin
40
41
42 end Behavıoral:
43
44

s;; Soı.ııces

~ Snapshots

!J lli~ies

~ BARREL_SHIFT vfı:I

Processes loı: xc3s20J4!t256
Ü Adfüstııı Sı:ı.ıce

Started:

Ü Creole New Soı.ııce
.i.

J

6 Des91Sıırırıaıy
"Launching !SE Text Editor to edit B!.RREL_SHIFT.vhd".

Started : "Launching Desıgn Summary" .

Design Ut~ies

iJ (

~ Processes

Figure.12

VHDL code
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Then writing the Vİ-:IDL code in source shown below:

library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_ll64.all;
use IEEE.std_logic_arith.all;
use IEEE. std_lo gic_unsigned.

all;

use IEEE.numeric_std.all;

entity BARREL_SHIFT

is

port( DIN : in std_logic_ vector(l 5 downto O);

SHIFT _AMT

: in std_logic_ vector(3 downto O);

CLK, ENB : in std_logic;
DOUT : out std_logic_ vector ( 15 down to O));
end BARREL_SHIFT;

architecture RTL of BARREL_SHIFT is
signal DIN_B IT, DOUT_BIT : bit_ vector ( 15 down to O);
signal S_INT : integer;
begin
DIN_BIT <= to_bitvector(DIN);
S_INT <= CONY _INTEGER(SHIFT _AMT);
process(CLK)
begin
if(CLK' event and CLK='l ') then
if(ENB = 'O') then
DOUT <= DIN;
else
DOUT_BIT<= DIN_BIT ror S_INT;
DOUT <= to_stdlogicvector(DOUT _BIT);
end if;
end if;
15

end process;
end RTL;

1.2.6.Synthesize
Design use the xilinx 'synthesize
synthesize

tool' to synthesize

result is shown below.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
1) Synthesis

Options

Summary

2) HDL Compilation
3) Design Hierarchy

Analysis

4) HDL Analysis
5) HDL Synthesis

•

5.1) HDL Synthesis
6) Advanced

Report

HOL Synthesis

6.1) Advanced

HDL Synthesis

Report

7) Low Level Synthesis
8) Partition

Report

9) Final Report
9.1) Device utilization
9.2) Partition

summary

Resource

Summary

9.3) TIMING REPORT

Release

9.1 i - xst J .30

Copyright

(c) I 995-2007

--> Parameter

Inc.

All rights reserved.

TMPDIR set to ./xst/projnav.tmp

CPU : 0.00 I 2.70 s

--> Parameter

Xilinx,

I

Elapsed

xsthdpdir

: 0.00 I 2.00 s

set to ./xst

16

the code. The

PU : 0.00 I 2.72 s

--> Reading

I

Elapsed

: 0.00 I 2.00 s

design: BARREL_SHIFT.prj

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Synthesis

*

*

Options Summary

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- Source Parameters
: "BARREL_SHIFT.

Input File Name
Input Format

: mixed

Ignore Synthesis

Constraint

File

: NO

---- Target Parameters
Output File Name

: "BARREL_SHIFT"
:NGC

Output Format

: xc3s200-4-ft256

Target Device

---- Source Options
Top Module Name
Automatic

: No
: 1 ut

FSM Style

: Yes

RAM Extraction

: Auto

RAM Style

: Yes

ROM Extraction

: Auto

Mux Style
Decoder Extraction
Encoder Extraction

Shift Register

: Auto

Algorithm

Safe Implementation

Logical

: YES

FSM Extraction

FSM Encoding

Priority

: BARREL_SHIFT

Extraction

Shifter Extraction

: YES
: YES
: YES
: YES

17

prj"

: YES

XOR Collapsing

: Auto

ROM Style

: YES

Mux Extraction
Resource

: YES

Sharing

Asynchronous

To Synchronous

Multiplier

Style

Automatic

Register

NO
: auto

Balancing

: No

---- Target Options
: YES

Add IO Buffers
Global Maximum
Add Generic
Register

Duplication

Optimize

: YES
: YES

Instantiated

Primitives

Use Clock Enable
Set

Use Synchronous

Reset

Pack IO Registers

: Yes
: Yes

into IOBs

: auto

Removal

: YES

register

---- General

Options

Optimization

Goal

Optimization

Effort

Search Order

Keep Hierarchy

Speed

: BARREL

SHIFT.lso

NO
: Yes

RTL Output
Global Optimization

: AllClockNets
: YES

Read Cores
Write Timing Constraints
Cross Clock Analysis
Hierarchy

: NO
: Yes

Use Synchronous

Equivalent

: 8

Clock Buffer(BUFG)

S 1 ice Packing

Library

500

Fanout

Separator

:NO
:NO
: I

Bus Delimiter

<>

Case Specifier

maintain

18

ice Utilization

RAM Utilization

Ratio

100

Ratio

/er il o g 2001

100
: YES

uto BRAM Packing
lice Utilization

: NO

Ratio Delta

: 5

--------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------*

HDL Compilation

*

==========================---------------------------------------------Compiling

vhdl file

"E:/WebPAC K_S FD _91 i/xilinx/myproj
HIFT. vhd" in Library

work.

Entity <barrel_shift>

compiled.

Entity <barrel_shift>

(Architecture

ects/BARREL_S

HIFT /BARREL_S

<rtl>) compiled.

====================---------------------------------------------------Design Hierarchy
*

*

Analysis

-===================---------------------------------Analyzing
(architecture

hierarchy

for entity <BARREL_SHIFT>

in library <work>

<rtl> ).

-------------------------------------------*

*

HDL Analysis

19

===================----------------------------------------------------Analyzing

Entity <BARREL_SHIFT>

in library <work> (Architecture

<rtl> ).
Entity <BARREL_SHIFT>

analyzed.

Unit <BARREL_SHIFT>

generated.

======================-------------------------------------------------*

HDL Synthesis

*

-------------------------------------------

----

-----------------==
Performing

bidirectional

Synthesizing
Related

port resolution ...

Unit <BARREL_SHIFT>.
source file is

"E:/WebPACK_SFD

_9 I i/xilinx/myproj

e ct s/B ARREL_S HIFT /B ARREL_S

HIFT.vhd".
WARNING:Xst:646

- Signal <S_INT<3 I :4>> is assigned

Found 16-bit register

for signal <DOUT>.

Found 16-bit register

for signal <DOUT _BIT>.

but never used.

Summary:
inferred

32 D-type flip-flop(s).

Unit <BARREL_SHIFT>

synthesized.

====================-===-----------------------------HDL Synthesis

Report

Macro Statistics
:2

# Registers

:2

16-bit register

20

------------------------------------------------------

=========---------------------------------------------------------------

---======---------Advanced HDL Synthesis
*
-----------------------------------------------------Loading

device for application

environment

Rf_Device

E:\WebPACK_SFD_91

*

from file '3s200.nph'

-

in

i.

==========================----------------------------------Advanced

HDL Synthesis

Report

Macro Statistics
# Registers

: 32

Flip-Flops

: 32

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Low Level Synthesis
*
*

========================----------------======------------Optimizing

unit <BARREL_SHIFT>

Mapping

all equations ...

Building

and optimizing

final netlist

...

...
21

Found area constraint

ratio of 100 ( + 5) on block BARREL_SHIFT,

actual ratio is 2.

Final Macro Processing

...

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Final Register

Report

Macro Statistics
# Registers

: 32

Flip-Flops

: 32

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------Partition

*

*

Report

====================---------------------------------------------------Partition

Implementation

No Partitions

Status

were found in this design.

---------------------------------------------------------Final Report
*
*

----

=====================---------------------------------

22

al Results
L Top Level Output File Name
p Level Output File Name

: BARREL_SHIFT
: NGC

utput Format
Optimization

: BARREL_SHIFT.ngr

: Speed

Goal

: NO

eep Hierarchy

Design Statistics
: 38

I Os

Cell Usage :
: 80

# BELS

#

: 80

LUT3

: 32

# FlipFlops/Latches
#

FD

#

FOE

16
16
: 1

# Clock Buffers
#

: 1

BUFGP

: 37

# IO Buffers
#

IBUF

#

OBUF

: 21
: 16

=======================----------------------=======-----------=
Device utilization

Selected

summary:

Device : 3s200ft256-4

Number of Slices:

46

out of

2%

1920

Number of Slice Flip Flops:

32

out of

3840

0%

Number of 4 input LUTs:

80 out of

3 840

2%

Number of IOs:
Number of bonded IOBs:

38
3 8 out of

23

173

21 o/o

-

1

Number of GCLKs:

Partition

Resource

No Partitions

8

out of

12%

Summary:

were found in this design.

------------------TIMING REPORT

NOTE: THESE TIMING NUMBERS ARE ONLY A SYNTHESIS
ESTIMATE.
PLEASE REFER Tb

FOR ACCURATE TIMING INFORMATION
THE TRACE REPORT
GENERATED AFTER PLACE-and-ROUTE.

Clock Information:

-----------------------------------+------------------------+-------+
I Clock buffer(FF

Clock Signal

name)

I Load

I

-----------------------------------+------------------------+-------+
CLK

I

IBUFGP

32

-----------------------------------+------------------------+-------+

Asynchronous

Control

No asynchronous

Signals

control

Information:

signals found in this design

Timing Summary:
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Speed Grade: -4

Minimum period: 2.343ns

(Maximum

Frequency:

Minimum

input arrival time before clock: 8.020ns

Maximum

output required

Maximum

combinational

426.803MHz)

time after clock: 7. 165ns
path delay: No path found

Timing Detail:

All values displayed

in nanoseconds

(ns)

--=====================------------------------------Timing constraint:

Default

Clock period: 2.343ns

period analysis for Clock 'CLK'

(frequency:

426.803MHz)

Total number of paths I destination

ports: 16 I I 6

-----------------------------------------------------Delay:

2.343ns .(Levels of Logic=

Source:

DOUT _BIT _O (FF)

Destination:

DOUT _O (FF)

Source Clock:
Destination

1)

CLK rising

Clock: CLK rising

Data Path: DOUT _BIT _O to DOUT _0
Gate
Cell: in-c-o ut

fanout

Net
Delay

Delay

----------------------------------------

Logical Name (Net Name)

----

--

FDE:C->Q

0.720

0.869

DOUT _BIT _O (DOUT _BIT _O)

LUT3:I2->0

0.551

0.000

D0UT_mux0001<0>1

(DOUT _muxOOO 1 <0>)
FD:D

Total

0.203

2.343ns

DOUT_O

(l.474ns

25

logic, 0.869ns route)

(62.9% logic, 37.1% route)

------------------------------------------------------~
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Timing constraint: Default OFFSET IN BEFORE for Clock 'CLK'
Total number of paths I destination ports: 544 I 48

Offset:
Source:
Destination:

8.020ns (Levels of Logic= 5)
SHIFT _AMT<l > (PAD)
DOUT_BIT _O (FF)

Destination Clock: CLK rising

Data Path: SHIFT_AMT<l> to DOUT_BIT_O
Gate
Cell: in->out

IBUF:I->0

Net

fanout

16

Delay

Delay Logical Name (Net Name)

0.821

1 .576 SHIFT _AMT 1 IBUF

0.551

1.072 DOUT_BIT_mux0001<10>81

(SHIFT _AMT_l _IB UF)
LUT3:I0->0

2

(DOUT_BIT _mux0001<10> _bdd 12)
LUT3:Il->0

2

0.551

1.072 DOUT_BIT_mux0001<13>61

(DOUT_BIT _muxOOO1<13>_bdd8)
LUT3:Il->0

2

0.551

1.072 DOUT_BIT_mux0001<13>51

(DOUT_BIT _muxOOO1 < 13> _bdd 1)
LUT3:Il->0

1

0.551

0.000 DOUT_BIT_mux0001<5>11

(DOUT_BIT _muxOOO1 <5>)
FDE:D

Total

0.203

DOUT_BIT _5

8.020ns (3.228ns logic, 4.792ns route)
(40.2% logic, 59.8% route)

Timing constraint: Default OFFSET OUT AFTER for Clock 'CLK'
26

Total number of paths I destination ports: 16 I 16

Offset:

7 .165ns (Levels of Logic

Source:
Destination:
Source Clock:

=

1)

DOUT_15 (FF)
DOUT<15> (PAD)
CLK rising

Data Path: DOUT_15 to DOUT<l 5>
Gate
Cell: irı-c-out

Net

fanout

FD:C->Q

1

0.720

Delay Logical Name (Net Name)

0.801 DOUT_15 (DOUT_15)
DOUT_15_0BUF (D0UT<15>)

5.644

OBUF:l->0

Total

Delay

7.165ns (6.364ns logic, 0.801ns route)
(88.8% logic, 11 .2% route)

------------------------------------CPU : 15.67 I 18.84 s I Elapsed

: 16.00 I 19.00 s

-->

Total memory usage is 141532 kilobytes

Number of errors
Number of warnings
Number of infos

O (

1 (
O (

O filtered)
O filtered)
O filtered)

Xilinx sythesize tool created the following design. Top level block
diagram.
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1.2. 7. Writing Test Bench
In the test bench generated
BARREL SHIFTER

100 MHz. I wrote in the data in to the

and read it back to verify data can be written

and

read correctly.

Create a VHDL TESTBENCH

We select project

file for the project as follow

and new new source as figure 13.

:- DesıgnOvervıew

fZı Summary

Cleanı.ı,ProıectF~
S·Qxc3s2(1].4112

,-..

!ewe Paths

~BARREl

Tvhd]

Aıcljve ...

Project Fie:

BARREL_SHIFT ise

Module Name:

BARREL_SHIFT

• Enon:

T aıgel Device:

xc3s2((J.41t256

• \ılaıningı:

Pıoduc! Veııion:

15[9.li

• Upda!ed:

New

Cuııent Stete:

Pzt 26 Maı 115736 200ll

Tai<f~pshot ...
S ~ '"'.E;=

-[ıroıscındWa:~

BARREL_5HIFT Paııition Summary

Awı2.rojectPropert~s ...

No paıtlıın ifamatoo was lound

Sou:ceCorlro
De!aned Repoı!ı
Report Name

sı,ıu,

Geneıa!ed

Eııoıt

\ılaıningı

lnlo,

Syrı!hesıs Report

~ Al Current Messages
- DetaıledReroıts

TrardılonRepoıt
"

Proifct Pıcpetes
0 En.ıble Enhanced Desgı Sumın.ıry
O EnalJeMessagefiıeı"J
O D•~aı lrıcremerı. Messsages
• Enhanced Desi)ll Summaıı Corıerıs
· 0 Show Part/on Data
O ShowErrm
0 SimWaınn;ı,
O ShowfaılingConsuairıs
0 Show Clock Report

m: Soaces

tcJ Snapshots

Processes loı BARREL_SHIFT

ü

lJ lib:aıies

ı,;

MapRepoıl
Place•·~RouteRepoıt
Staoc lrn")Report
BıgenRepoıt

Des,ınSurrınarı

Bel.ıv,
Started : "Launching Design Sunmar v".

Add E,smg Source

Ü Create New Soece
;~

XilinxlSESrnuialoı

~{

Console

~ Processes

O Errm L Warnings
LOC

Add a new soıııce to the project

Figure.13

Entering

new source

as test bench

And we choose VHDL Test Bench as a source type.Then
BARREL

type

SH I FT _TB as a file name then click next as shown in figure

28

15.

----- --~

---

.-

BMM File
IP (Coregen & Architecture Wizard)
MEM File
Schematic
; ImplementationConstraints File
"' State Diagram
~-- Test Bench WaveF or~
§1 User Document
Verilog Module

- ------~--~--=

file name:

v1

Lo_çation:

[E-:\\~~~~~~s-sy~=~~i\B~~~~~=~~~~-=-=] [ _ - - J

[:21

e,dd to project
~
.ue:,t >

More Info

Figure.IS

After the selecting

Selecting

Cancel

module

Source type we declare Associate

click next as shown in figure

I l-

Source;so

we

16.

More Info

L_

Figure.16

Association
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< fiack

of source

_

11

Next > __ "s.'

Cancel

---

And we click Finish for ending the creating

TEST BENCH.

Navigator will create a new skeleton source with the following specifications:
I ~>~-

.•.

''¥

··-~'

.,

:--·--·-··

-~,.--,:"/~

I Add to Project: Yes
·
.
. • <f .;; ·
.Source lpirector_y: E:\v;tebPACK_SFD_91 i\BARREL~Şr!IFT;,:
I So~rce Jype: VHDUles_t Bench
i'Soi.lrce Name: BARREL<SHIFT TB.vhd

I

I

":_

:

-:.

-

!

i Association:

BARREL,:SHIFT

I

ı.d

ı-.

I
< ~ack
Figure.17

] '

----ı

gives us the base

codes as following;

-- Company:
-- Engineer:

-- Design Name:

J

Design summary

And design has a TEST BENCH but program

-- Create Date:

finish

14:01:16 05/26/2008
BARREL_SHIFT

-- Module Name:
E:/W ebP ACK_SFD _91 i/BARREL_SHIFT /BARREL_SHIFT _TB. vhd
-- Project Name: BARREL_SHIFT
-- Target Device:
-- Tool versions:

30

[

Cancel

-- Description:

-- VHDL Test Bench Created by ISE for module: BARREL_SHIFT,

-- Dependencies:

-- Revision:
-- Revision O.Ol - File Created
-- Additional Comments:

-- Notes:
-- This testbench has been automatically generated using types std_logic and
-- std_logic_ vector for the ports of the unit under test. Xilinx recommends
-- that these types always be used for the top-level l/0 of a design in order
-- to guarantee that the testbench will bind correctly to the post-implementation
-- simulation model.

----------------------------------------------------------------

--

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_l 164.ALL;
USE ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
USE ieee.numeric_std.ALL;

ENTITY BARREL_SHIFT_TB_vhd

IS

END BARREL_SHIFT _TB_ vhd;

ARCHITECTURE

behavior OF BARREL_SHIFT_TB_vhd

IS

-- Component Declaration for the Unit Under Test (UUT)
COMPONENT BARREL_SHIFT
PORT(
DIN : IN std_logic_ vector( 15 downto O);
SHIFT _AMT : IN std_logic_ vector(3 downto O);
CLK : IN std_logic;
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DOUT: OUT std_logic_ vector(15 downto O)
);
END COMPONENT;

--Inputs
SIGNAL CLK : std_logic := 'O';
SIGNAL DIN: std_logic_vector(l5
SIGNAL SHIFT_AMT:

downto O):= (others=>'O');

std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) := (otherseoO');

--Outputs
SIGNAL DOUT: std_logic_vector(15

downto O);

BEGIN

-- Instantiate the Unit Under Test (UUT)
uut: BARREL_SHIFT PORT MAP(
DIN=> DIN,
SHIFT _AMT=> SHIFT _AMT,
CLK => CLK,
DOUT=>DOUT
);

tb: PROCESS
BEGIN

-- Wait 100 ns for global reset to finish
wait for 100 ns;

-- Place stimulus here

wait; -- will wait forever
END PROCESS;

END;
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rxow, I write my program

in it as following

-- Company:
-- Engineer:

-- Create Date:
-- Design Name:

14:34:51 04/16/2008
BARREL_SHIFT

-- Module Name:
D:/WebPACK_SFD_91i/xilinx/myprojects/BARREL_SHIFT/BARREL_SHIFT_TB.vh
d
-- Project Name: BARREL_SHIFT
-- Target Device:
-- Tool versions:
-- Description:

-- VHDL Test Bench Created by ISE for module: BARREL_SHIFf

-- Dependencies:

-- Revision:
-- Revision O.Ol - File Created
-- Additional Comments:

-- Notes:
-- This testbench has been automatically generated using types std_logic and
-- std_logic_ vector for the ports of the unit under test. Xilinx recommends
-- that these types always be used for the top-level 1/0 of a design in order
-- to guarantee that the testbench will bind correctly to the post-implementation
-- simulation model.

--------------------------------------------------------------------
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LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_l 164.ALL;
USE ieee.std_logic_unsigned.all;
USE ieee.numeric_std.ALL;

ENTITY BARREL_SHIFf_TB_vhd

IS

END BARREL_SHIFT_TB_vhd;

ARCHITECTURE

behavior OF BARREL_SHIFT_TB_vhd

IS

-- Component Declaration for the Unit Under Test (UUT)
COMPONENT BARREL_SHIFT
PORT(
DIN: IN std_logic_ vector(l 5 downto O);
SHIFT _AMT : IN std_logic_ vector(3 down to O);
CLK : IN std_logic;
ENB : IN std_logic;
DOUT : OUT std_logic_ vector( 15 down to 0)
);

END COMPONENT;

--Inputs
SIGNAL CLK : std_logic := 'O';
SIGNAL ENB : std_logic := 'O';
SIGNAL DIN: std_logic_ vector(l 5 downto O):= (others=>'O');
SIGNAL SHIFT_AMT:

std_logic_vector(3 downto O):= (others=>O');

--Outputs
SIGNAL DOUT : std_logic_ vector( I 5 down to O);

BEGIN
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-- Instantiate ~he Unit Under Test (UUT)
uut: BARREL_SHIFT PORT MAP(
DIN=> DIN,
SHIFT _AMT=> SHIFT _AMT,
CLK=>CLK,
ENB =>ENB,
DOUT=>DOUT
);

CLK_PR : process
begin
CLK<='O';
wait for 1 Ons;
CLK<='l';
wait for 10 ns;
end process;

tb: PROCESS
BEGIN

-- Wait 100 ns for global reset to finish
wait for I 00 ns;

-- Test that data input (DIN) 0000000000000001

is rotated right by the

-- shift amount (SHIFT _AMT) 1.
ENB<='l';
DIN <="0000000000000001

";

SHIFT_AMT<="OOOl ";

wait for 100 ns;
-- Test that data input (DIN) 000000000000001 I is rotated right by the
-- shift amount (SHIFT _AMT) 3.
ENB<='l';
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DIN<="OOOOOOOOOOOOOOl
SHIFf _AMT<="OOl

l ";

1 ";

wait for 100 ns;
-- Test that data input ,0000000000000011,

(DIN) is loaded correctly

to

the output
ENB<='O';
DIN<="OOOOOOOOOOOOOOl

1 ";

wait for 100 ns;
-- Test that data input "1111000000000011"
the output.
ENB<='O';
DIN<="l 111000000000011

";

-- Place stimulus here
wait; -- will wait forever
END PROCESS;

END;
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(DIN) is loaded

correctly

to

Then click Xilinx ISE Simulator

then check syntax ,it shown as

below:

23 -- s:d_l0g1c_vt=:t.or ix tb: pcrt3 of thr. un:t uncer cesı.. :ülım: r:ccmm-:nd::2~ -- :hat these :.ypes al~ıays be n:ed for the rop-level Ii'J cf e design in crcer

lı

8/ı.RREL_SHIFT

:: tl xc3s20Hlt256
E ~8/ı.RREl_SHlfT_TB_ıtıl lıelıaıi:ı[B/ı.RREl_SHlfT_TBıtd]
~W: -IIARREL_SHIFT Behavoı~ [IIARREL_SHIFT ıtd]

il
!I
: ·ı'

.

·ı

27

-------

28
29
30
31

LIBRARY im;
USE ieee.std logic 1164.!.LL;
US[ iee.:.std_lqic_unsiqned.all;
USE ıeee. numeric sr,d.!.LL;

----------

·-----

- ----------

32
33

rnrm

BARREL SH!fT TB vhd

34
35

rnD BARREL SHIFT TB vhd;

36

ı.RCHIT1CTJR[ behavior

or

------

- - ---- -----------

------

- ---- - .. --- -- ----

ıs

BARREL SHIFT TB vhd IS

I 11
I se

Ii

COMPCfüNT BARREL SHUT

39
40
41
42

I'
II

PORT!
DIN :

43

!

rn ,td_

lqıc _·.;t:tcr

ı ıs dosnto oı;

SHl1T_A~T : iN ,tct_ lq:c _,cc:or 13 dounto O):
CLK : IN ,tö_lqi,::
rNB : IN
lcgı,::
DOUT : OUT ,t:,_Dı;ıc _ vector [ 15 doıınto 0)

=,

45

I:

46
47

END CO!iPONW'T;

48

I 49

--L;u:,
rı u ,

ctnr~ı

j0 DesqıSUll'llldlı

._.,.; ' ...•.._ ,- ıııı,

~ IIARREL_SHIFT_]Bvfıl'

Entity <baml_shift>
[Architecture <behavioral>) compiled.
tdtti [vhdll completed successfully.

Pıocesses I~ B/ı.RREL_IHlfT_lB_ıtıl

ü Mfüi\iırgSruce

ü CıeJe New Sruce
- ~' Y.lrnlSESırıJJcr

Process "Create VHDL Test Bench" completed successfully
Started : 'Launching !SE Text Editor to edit B!.RREL_SHifT_TB.vhd".

,,<
I

Conso~

QEm

1,lı'aırırıgs :m!TdShel

14Frıılııfies
ln113Ccıl CAPS

Figure.IS

Checking syntax
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'(', lffil.

·---

-------

----

Running Fuse ...
Compiling

vhdl file

"E:/We bPAC K_SFD _91 i/xilinx/myproj
HIFT. vhd" in Library

ects/BARREL_S

work.

Entity < BARREL_SHIFT

> compiled.

Entity < BARREL_SHIFT

> (Architecture

Compiling

HlFT /BARRE_L_S

<rtl>) compiled.

vhdl file

"E:/WebPAC K_SFD _91 i/xilinx/myproj
HIFT_TB.vhd"

in Library

Entity <BARREL_SHIFT
Entity < BARREL_SHIFT

ects/B ARREL_SHIFT /B ARREL_S

work.
_ TB_ vh d > compiled.
_ TB_ vh d > (Architecture

<b eh a vior >)

compiled.
Parsing

"BARREL_SHIFT

_ TB_ vhd_beh.prj

": 0.34

Codegen

work/BARREL_SHIFT:

Codegen

work/BARREL_SHIFT/RTL:

Codegen

work/BARREL_SHIFT

_ TB_ vhd: 0.00

Codegen

work/BARREL_SHIFT

_ TB_ vhd/behavior:

Building

BARREL_SHIFT

Running

ISim simulation

0.03

\.

2.05

0.69

_ TB_ vhd_isim_beh.exe
engine ...

This is a Lite version of iSE Simulator.

Simulator
Finished

is doing circuit
circuit

initialization

initialization

process.

process.

Check syntax succesfully.

After the checking

syntax su cce s sful l y.it is time to simulate

design as shown;

38

our

26
27
28
29

LIBRARY
ıee e •
USE !.eee.s,:r.:._Jog:i.c·_,11\'-I.J.LL;

30

USE ı e-ee,R'~c::. ıoç.tc ... una içned. ell;

31

USE i~r:r:.r,·,~ıu!'r.:t(~_:!'"t,:t.J.LL;

32
33
34

ENTITY BARREL_SHlfT_TB_vhd
END BARREL_SHifT_TB_vhd;

35
36

ARCHITECTUREbehavior

IS

Of BARREL_SHI:rT_TB_vhd IS

37

l.
.

.

39
40
4_1
'12
43
ii
iS
46
'l7
48
49

!:'.)

AddExistngSouıce
!:] Deete.. NewSoece
p.··;·oc············;··;·,·,.··.·.;.·m········.BAR·
·;.: ~
XiirnılSESim.~ator

RELjHİFÜB~-,hd

tJc/)Check

BARAEL_SHIFT_TB.vhd

co~p.·il ing
vhcti .. ii\.~.-,;{~-). r.İe~P).c""ı(srn._9Ü/BAR.RE. L_. SHI. FT/BARREL_SHIFT_ TB. vhd"
rntity
<barrel
shıft
tb vhd>
compiled.

'

Enı: ı ty
Parsing

<barr-elsn ı r r - ı:b - vncı> (Archıu~cture
"BARREL_SHifT_rB_vhd_stx.pr-j";
0.61

<behavıor>)

1

Syntax

Pr cc eea

"Check

Syntax"

completed

auccees

r u ııy

<
'

O);

--Inp

~_i

11
'

"'{ Processes

COMPONENT BARREL_SHIFT
PORT (
DIN
IN !!<t.,:t_).r.ı,;ıic:_vr:~;tG?:
(15 doı.ınto
OJ;
SHifT_AJ"lT
IN ::)::.ct_iO=;:jic_ve,:;tor
(3 dO\l'DC.0
CU<
IN st.~i_lcgic;
ENB
IN s cct Lcç i c r
DOUT
OUT atu __ ıoufc _-...·,::;~~.ı:,1·(15
dounto O)
) ;
HID COMPONENT;

~] Console

@Erıoıs

Figure.19

J~Waınırıçıs

~TclSheR

Simulate

39

~Fif'ıd!r1Fıles

behavioral

compiled.

in

Library

1.2.8. Simulating
I have created a test bench to the BARREL SHIFTER.In this test
bench I wrote in to the BARREL_SHIFT and read the data I wrote.

Figure.20

Design simulation
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CHAPTER

TWO: ABOUT XILINX

2.1.What Does Xilinx Mean?

How, many ask, did Xilinx (pronounced "Zylinks") get its unusual name?
In 1984, when Xilinx was just forming, the new company tried to register several
"sensible" names, but they were all taken. This became an expensive proposition and
the founders, (being very frugal), decided to create an unusual name that wasn't taken.
Thus, two of the founders came up with "Xilinx."

2.2. What Does the Xilinx Name Represent?

Xilinx Fellow Bill Carter, who was at Xilinx from the start, explains. "The 'X's'
at each end represent programmable logic blocks. The "Jinx" represents programmable
links that connect the logic blocks together, a key innovation embodied in FPGAs."
While Xilinx doesn't follow all the branding and phonetically-correct

rules for naming

a company, a Xilinx by any other name would not be as sweet.

2.3. History Of Xilinx

2.3.1. How Xilinx Began
Two brilliant engineers and a marketing guru working in Silicon Valley in 1984
had a dream. Bernie Vonderschmitt, Ross Freeman, and Jim Barnett dreamed of starting
a different kind of company.
They wanted to create a company that would develop and launch state-of-the-art
technology in an entirely new field. And they wanted to lead it in such a way that the
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people who worked there loved their jobs, enjoyed working together, and were
fascinated with their work.
The technology that propelled Xilinx into being was considered an off-the-wall
concept in 1984. Invented by Xilinx co-founder Ross Freeman, the new semiconductor,
now known as the field programmable gate array, was a completely new form of
programmable logic.
These chips could be personalized by customers to perform a variety of
functions by programming them with the help of software. "The concept," says Xilinx
Fellow Bill Carter, who was the eighth employee to be hired in the new company in
1984, "required lots of transistors and, at that time, transistors were considered
extremely precious. People thought that Ross's idea was pretty far out."
Ross postulated that transistors, because of Moore's Law (the doubling of
transistor density every 18 months) would be getting less expensive and, therefore, less
precious every year. In the years to come, a multi-billion dollar market for field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) emerged, creating the foundation for the successful
enterprise that Xilinx is today. Sadly, Ross Freeman passed away in 1989. The
technology he invented is thriving and continues to delight more and more customers in
an ever-widening breadth of industries.

Effective Partnerships:
Bernie Vonderschmitt, an engineer and an MBA graduate, came up with a
powerful business model for the young company. When he was General Manager of the
Solid State Division of RCA, he became convinced, working at the time with three inhouse foundries making semiconductors, that semiconductor factories (or fabs) were
expensive and burdensome. "If I ever start a semiconductor company, it will be fabless,"
he vowed. "We'll find partners who can do our manufacturing for us."
And that is exactly what Xilinx did in 1984. Since then, the idea has become so
compelling and popular that today there are approximately 700 fabless semiconductor
companies around the world.
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Inspired Employees:
However, the three founders wanted to not only revolutionize technology but the
way companies are managed as well. Ross Freeman put it best. He hoped to start a
company that had solid, ethical values, invited employee loyalty, made a good and
useful product, helped make employees feel like owners, and encouraged people to
enjoy their work.
The co-founders called this set of values and people objectives their
"philosophy" and looked for employees who felt comfortable in this environment. And
their theory - which has proven correct - was that if you created this kind of community
atmosphere for clever and inventive people, they would stay, keeping their innovation
and expertise in the company.
These original values regarding the treatment of employees and the way they
interact with each other provided the basis for how Xilinx operates today. They help
make Xilinx a great place to work.
And the technology that the three men introduced to the world is more popular
than ever. It has become pervasive and mainstream, thanks to the technology and cost
benefits that have come about because of Moore's Law.
The dream that Bernie, Ross, and Jim talked about in 1984 is a reality today,
proving that dreams do come true.

2.3.2. Learn about our technology, and how and why we pursue it
There are three types of electronic devices: memory, processors, and logic.
Memory devices store random information (contents of a spreadsheet or database);
processors execute software instructions to perform a wide variety of tasks (running a
data processing program or video game); and logic provides specific functions
(communications between devices, and every other function a system must perform).
There are two categories of logic devices: fixed or custom, and programmable or
changeable. We are in the programmable logic business.
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2.3.3. Programmable Logic is Our Business
Xilinx leads the Programmable Logic Device (PLD) market - one of the fastest
growing segments of the semiconductor industry. This market features a revolutionary
technology called the field programmable gate array (FPGA) that our company
pioneered in 1984.
Xilinx is the world's leading supplier of programmable logic solutions. We
supply customers with "off-the-shelf" logic devices that customers can program to
perform specific functions using the development tools we provide.
This programmability provides a revolutionary alternative to fixed or custom
logic devices that typically require many months to design, test, and manufacture.
Xilinx customers enjoy the benefit of faster time-to-market and increased product
design flexibility as a result.

2.3.4. Uses for Programmable Logic
Our company's business is drawn from a variety of industry segments. In recent
years, a large portion of our revenues came from the communications marketplace.
However, we have become increasingly more diversified to include the consumer,
industrial, and automotive sectors.
You can find Xilinx chips in a wide variety of digital electronic applications
ranging from wireless base stations to HDTV to portable handsets.

2.3.5. Multiple Product Lines with Superlative Software Support
Our extensive product line includes silicon solutions like the Virtex™ series
FPGAs (high performance FPGAs for networking, communications, and video/imaging
applications); Spartan'>' FPGAs (ideal for high volume applications); and
Coolkunnert'"

CPLD families (Complex Programmable Logic Devices that offer ultra

low cost and low power). We also offer a powerful suite of high performance software
design tools.
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2.3.6. High-profile Worldwide Customer and Partner Base
Xilinx has over 21,000 customers around the globe, including Alcatel, Cisco
Systems, EMC, Ericsson, Fujitsu, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Lucent Technologies, and
Motorola. Most of our sales are handled by outside partners: both large distributors and
independent sales representatives.
The company has a very flexible business model that has contributed to our
success as an employer and a competitor. We are a "fabless" supplier and do not
manufacture our logic devices. Instead, we have formed close strategic alliances with
chip manufacturers like UMC and Toshiba. This strategy, along with outsourcing most
of sales, allows us to focus more of our energies on R&D, marketing and technical
support. The resulting flexibility gives us the ability to rearrange business priorities
quickly as we respond to the cyclical nature of the semiconductor market. It also has
made it easier for the company to avoid layoffs in periods of downturn.

2.3.7. Our Vision for the Future
What essentially defines Xilinx is vision. Our long-term business goal is to put a
PLD in every piece of electronic equipment within the next 1 O years. Our long-term
management goal is to create a company that sets the standard for managing high
technology companies. While these are ambitious undertakings, at Xilinx, visions have
a way of turning into reality.

2.4. Success Of Xilinx
2.4.1. The synergy of technology, partnership, and leadership
While the rest of the industry continues the practices of layoffs and shaking-off
excessive inventory, Xilinx is busy innovating, collaborating, and introducing new
products to market. Unlike many of our counterparts, Xilinx views downturns as an
opportunity to focus on research and development, streamline operations, and deliver
new products that change the FPGA landscape.
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For the past few years, Xilinx has asserted a considerable market leadership
position. We secured over 50% of the PLD market share: larger than all other public
PLD companies combined. By creatively avoiding layoffs and empowering employees,
we rose to become the fourth best company to work for in America (Forbes magazine).

2.4.2. Our Partners
Through the power of innovation and partnerships, Xilinx takes the FPGA-based
value chain to a new level. By teaming with technology leaders in silicon fabrication,
design automation, system level tools, IP, and design services, we deliver a complete
value chain and strengthen our position as a strategic partner for our customers.
Delivering this complete value chain enables the fastest innovation while reducing total
development and system costs for our customers. It also reduces time to market and
increases time in market for our customer's products.
In March 2002, through partnering with industry leaders IBM, WindRiver
Systems, and Conexant, Xilinx delivered the Virtex™-II Pro programmable system
solution. The solution was the first of its kind and is the most flexible tool ever invented
for a designer. The Virtex-Il Pro FPGA includes programmable logic fabric with highspeed embedded Power PC processors and integrated 3. I 25 gigabit RocketIO™ serial
transceivers supported by leading design tools. Recent additions to the family and lower
price points have now made the Virtex-Il Pro solution the de-facto standard for all
programmable logic users.
The Virtex-Il Pro solution responds to the issues facing design teams and their
corporations. By delivering both high-performance processing and high bandwidth
connectivity on a single device, many design challenges associated with integration,
high-speed interfacing, high performance processing, and new design methodologies are
effectively solved. The rapid rate of change in technology and standards demands a
solution that is completely flexible and reduces inventory risks and NRE costs - the
Virtex-Il Pro solution delivers.
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2.4.3. Our Technology
Xilinx is a company built on delivering maximum customer value and ongoing
innovation throughout all of our product lines. Xilinx recently revamped all of its
products from the new Spartan™-IIE cost-optimized FPGA solution to the
CoolRunner™-11 RealDigital CPLD solution, the Virtex-Il Pro platform for
programmable systems, and the Virtex-Il EasyPath solution for cost management. We
also introduced the world's fastest and most productive software tool suite with our ISE
4.2i software release, numerous intellectual property cores, and the technical training
necessary to decrease time-to-knowledge

for the rapid assimilation of this new

technology. We continue to focus on raising the bar by adding more value in every
category of the value chain.
Through the years, Xilinx has evolved into a solutions company rather than
remaining just a chip company. We can only be better tomorrow than we are today by
working closely with our customers and anticipating their needs. Xilinx's job is to
continue to expand our capabilities and our partnerships, so we can continue to be a
strategic partner for our client companies.

2.4.4. Our Employees
Xilinx is an innovation engine and our employees are the keys to our innovation.
Such innovation requires personnel policies that allow employees to make their own
decisions and take risks. Our company values and corporate culture promote teamwork
and very open communication. We know that keeping employees satisfied leads directly
to innovation, customer satisfaction, and ultimately, increased profits. Our employees
are inspired and know they make a real difference.
This unique work environment has resulted in breakthrough technology,
marketing and community achievements. For example, Xilinx continues to support local
schools through our Stock for Students program and made a $1 million donation to the
American Red Cross. Also, Xilinx was the first semiconductor company to simulcast
training in North America and Europe through industry events like Programmable
World 2002.
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With a combination of innovative products, world-class partners, inspired
employees and the recognition of the balance between business and community, our
clients have taken Xilinx solutions, management, and employees to heart. This is a
reminder that good people ultimately do come in first when they are inspired and
empowered to be leaders

2.5. Values Of Xilinx
2.5.1. How we work with one another and our partners
2.5.1.1.What do values mean to Xilinx?
Our values have helped set the character of our company. They are more than a
set of lofty ideals put down on paper and left to yellow in conference rooms. Values are
very much alive and well in Xilinx. We don't just talk about them, we try and live them
every day.
Our values also provide the backdrop for the dialogue we have with colleagues.
They help us make business decisions. They provide the framework for interacting with
each other. What's especially impressive about our values is that they are accepted and
acceptable around the world. The practices may be different in different places, but the
values are relevant everywhere.
While a whirlwind of business change constantly surrounds us - and we accept
change as the reality of today's high-tech industry - it's important to know that the
values we depend upon are constant and unchanging. They are, in a very real sense, our
permanent anchors.

2.5.1.2.How did we clearly define our values?
The set of values we believe in started with our company's founders. The three
men who followed their dream of starting a new enterprise were just as concerned about
the work environment as they were about the new, innovative technology they were
pioneering. Respect for the dignity of the individual was the cornerstone of the
philosophy upon which Xilinx was founded.
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In 1996, our company started a grassroots process to articulate our values. We
looked very carefully at our business and made certain the values were connected with
what would move us forward and foster our growth in the marketplace. Most
importantly, we wanted to capture in words what we liked so much about working at
Xilinx and the ideals our founders had set in motion.
The result was a description of the the eight Xilinx CREATIVE values.
Customer Focused
Respect
Excellence
Accountability
Teamwork
Integrity
Very Open Communication
Enjoying Our Work
It was the creativity of the founders and their innovative ideas that launched a
new category of products for customers around the world. And it is the creativity of our
products and patents that has propelled us to market leadership.

How do we keep our values visible and viable in the company?
At Xilinx, we believe that making decisions based on our values translates
directly to the bottom line, helps us be more successful in our business, and brings us
closer to realizing our company vision of setting a new standard for managing a hightech company. Customers are eager to do business with a company whose values are as
excellent as their products.
Another way the values are kept alive is through a variety of appreciation
programs. The most popular one is the Values Medallion award. Employees nominate
someone who has exhibited a teamwork value, and, each quarter, several winners are
randomly selected from the nominees. These individuals are awarded 1 O shares of stock
and receive public recognition from Wim.
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How do we "enforce" the values? We don't. We leave it up to each individual to
act in accordance with them. The values are there to direct our actions, to guide us
professionally and personally, and to inspire us in the worst and the best of times.

2.6. Spartan Series
Lowest Total Cost. Period.
• Up to 50% lower system cost than competing FPGAs
• Industry's largest selection of device/package options
• Industry's most comprehensive IP library
• Leading embedded and DSP solutions
• Efficient, cost-effective board designs
• Allows use of fewer standard components
• Increased system reliability by eliminating external components
Multiple Domain-Optimized

Platforms in the 90nm Spartan-3 Generation

Digital Signal Processing

Spartan-3A DSP : FPGA - DSP optimized for applications where integrated DSP MACs
and expanded memory are required.Ideal for designs requiring low cost FPGAs for signal
processing applications such as military radio, surveillance cameras, medical imaging, etc.

Spartan-3AN : FPGA- Non-volatile for applications where non-volatile, system
integration, security, large user flash are required.Ideal for space-critical or secure
applications as well as low cost embedded controllers.

Spartan-3A : FPGA - VO optimized for applications where VO count and capabilities
matter more than logic density. Ideal for bridging, differential signaling and memory
interfacing applications, requiring wide or multiple interfaces and modest processing,
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Spartan-3E : FPGA - Logic optimized for applications where logic densities matter more
than I/O count.Ideal for logic integration, DSP co-processing and embedded control,
~

requiring significant processing and narrow or few interfaces.

Spartan-3 : FPGA - For highest density and pin-count applications for applications where
both high logic density and high I/O count are important.Ideal for highly-integrated data
processing applications.

2.6.1. Overwiev
Multiple Domain-Optimized Platforms
Spartan®-3 generation FPGAs offer multiple platforms ranging from extremely
low cost packaging to high performance DSP solutions while maintaining the lowest
total cost possible.
Several platforms are available, each suited to your specific application need:
DSP
Non-volatile
I/O optimized
Logic optimized
Highest density and pin-count
Spartan-3 Generation FPGAS offers five platforms for your specific application
needs
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1 .2V**
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104 l 8xl 8 4
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* Maximum values listed for each Spartan platform.
** Spartan-3/3A/3E/3AN/3A DSP platforms offer multi-standard,

multi-voltage

SelectIO™ interface pins.
Integrated in the 126 DSP48A slices (Advanced Multiply Accumulate Element).

2.6.2. Capabilities
Easily Customizable, Multiple Domain-Optimized Platforms
Spartan®-3 generation FPGAs offer the broadest selection of platforms allowing
the lowest possible system cost to the designer by choosing the perfect FPGA for the
application.
In addition, unique features and capabilities are available to provide the ultimate
low cost, high volume system designs:
• Dual power management
• Multiple levels of security
• Integrated Flash memory
• XtremeDSP DSP 48A Slice
• Embedded Processing
• Four level memory architecture
• Leading connectivity platform
• Configurable logic blocks
• Precise clock management resources
• Comprehensive configuration capabilities

Dual power management
The integrated power management in Spartan-3 generation FPGAs can reduce
power consumption by up to 99%. A single pin activated, hardware feature is built-in
unlike other external implementations which requires additional components.
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Suspend mode
• Over 40% static power reduction
• All states saved in memory
• Scale down voltage (VCCAUX) and shut off non-essential functions (e.g.,
FPGA inputs, interconnects)
• System synchronization for fast wake-up

Hibernate mode
• Up to 99% static power reduction
• Shut off all power
• Wake up time
• Ultimate battery life extension
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Power

management

Dual power management modes allow the device to go to an extremely low
power state which can reduce power consumption significantly.Available
Spartan-3A/ 3AN/ 3A DSP FPGAs.
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only in

Multiple levels of security
Spartan-3 generation FPGAs offer the ultimate flexibility in customizing
security solutions for high volume, low-cost systems.
• Customizable security algorithms utilizing unique Device DNA
• Monitor JT AG access and take action
• Monitor for tampering and alert for a bitstream alteration
• Ability to increase algorithm complexity
• Hidden bitstream deters bitstream snooping
• Tamper resistant packaging
• JT AG lockdown prevents "backdoor" access
• Readback disable to prevent configuration read back via JT AG or ICAP

Available only in Spartan-3A/ 3AN/ 3A DSP FPGAs.

Integrated Flash memory
This integrated memory found in Spartan-3AN FPGAs can be used for both
device configuration as well as a valuable system resource for the user. It provides
simple and secure embedded application storage while enabling advanced real-time
control with fine-grained protection, lockdown and erase features.
• Simple and secure embedded application storage with up to 11Mb of
integrated user Flash
• Enables single-chip board designs for space-conscious applications
• Worry-free configuration
• Twenty year data retention with 100K write cycles
• Pin compatible to the Spartan-3A platform
Available only in Spartan-JAN FPGAs.
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XtremeDSP DSP 48A Slice
The Spartan-3A DSP platform's optimized DSP48A sliceachieves

250 MHz

operation in the slowest speed grade and enables advanced DSP functions to derive over
30 GMACS.
• XtremeDSP™ slices providing advanced MACC functionality
• Configurable logic blocks to store data and implement logic functions
• Precise clock management resources
• Advanced VO structure
• 18-bit by 18-bit, two's complement multiplier with full precision 36-bit result,
sign extended to 48 bits
• Pre-adder saves 9 logic slices per DSP48A used
• Two input, flexible 48-bit adder/subtracter with optional registered
accumulation feedback
• DSP co-processing functions such as MAC engines, distributed algorithms
and fully parallel FIR filters
Available only in Spartan-3A DSP FPGAs.

Embedded Processing
• Industry's most versatile, low-cost Embedded Processing platform
• Integrate processor into FPGA and reduce BOM
• Reduce obsolescence risks with soft processors
• Reduce inventory cost by using common flexible Embedded Processing
architecture across multiple products.

Four level memory architecture

Four level memory architecture provides the optimal granularity and efficient
area utilization.
• Up to 520 Kb distributed SelectRAM1M+ memory
0

Each LUT works as a single-port or dual-port RAM/ROM
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LUTs can be cascaded to build larger memories

0

~ Flexible memory for FIFOs, and buffers
• Up to 1.87 Mb embedded block RAM
0

Up to 104 blocks of synchronous 18 Kb block RAM can be cascaded

0

Each 18 Kb block can be configured as a single/dual-port RAM

0

Supports multiple aspect ratios, data-width conversion and parity

• Up to 16 Mb of integrated Flash memory
0

System flexibility with up to 11Mb of on-chip user Flash

0

Single-chip solution for failsafe field upgradeability using MultiBoot

0

New benchmark in non-volatile FPGA market for retention and

feature

cycling
• Popular low cost external memory
~ Connects low cost memories via interfaces such as HSTL and SSTL
0

Large system memory requirements
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Leading connectivity platform

Implement multiple bridging, differential signaling, and memory interfaces with
SelectIO™ technology.Supports

most popular and emerging single-ended and

differential signaling standards including TMDS, PPDS, SSTL3 Class I and II
Pre-engineered interface IP solutions including PCI™, PCI Express®, USB,
Firewire, CAN, SPI, and I2C
Advanced interfacing supports up to 26 different single-ended and differential
I/O standards ;
~Full hot-swap compliance and 3.3V support 622+ Mb/s data transfer rate per
I/O

pP

ASIC

SDRAM

ASSP

FLASH

Figure.23

Connectivity

platform

CLB architecture provides wider functionality and less logic levels resulting in
higher performance.
• Four slices per CLB - two each for memory and logic functions.
• Wide-input functions - 16: I mux in one CLB
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• Fast arithmetic functions - two look-ahead carry chains per CLB column
• Four cascadable 16-bit addressable shift registers
• Two slices can be configured as distributed memory.

Precise clock management resources
A self-calibrating, fully digital solution for distributing, delaying, multiplying,
dividing and phase-shifting clock signals.
• Up to 8 digital clock managers (DCMs)
• Flexible frequency generation from 5 MHz to 333 MHz
• Precision phase shift control for O - 360 degrees
• Fine grain control (1/256 clock period) for clock data synchronization
• Precise 50/50 duty cycle generation
• Up to 9 external outputs available for internal or external usage

Comprehensive configuration capabilities
The broadest flash memory support including Platform Flash, SPI and parallel
Flash memories allow lowest cost configuration.
• Proprietary Platform Flash
~ Convenience of a single source supplier for FPGA and flash memory
0

Advanced features such as JTAG, bitsteam compression, design

revisiton tracking
0

High speed programming

• MultiBoot capability allow multiple configurations
~ Failsafe upgrading
0

Application control of the bitstream selection replacement of large

ASIC or multiple FPGAs with a single.
Spartan-3 generation FPGA
Third-party support for parallel, high-speed BPI configuration mode ;
• Fast parallel configuration speeds
• Easily procured through standard channels
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• Commonly found on low-cost systems
• For larger densities, memory can be used for configuration and system
functions.

2.6.3. Advantages
Spartan®-3 generation FPGAs offer the industry's leading multiple, value
centric platforms and features for low cost systems in high volume applications.
Lowest Total Cost. Period.
• Delivers lowest total cost
• Industry's largest selection of device/package options
• Industry's most comprehensive IP library
• Leading embedded and DSP solutions
• Efficient, cost-effective board designs
• Allows use of fewer standard components
• Increased system reliability by eliminating external components
Industry's only Dual Power Management Modes

• Instant power savings
• External component power reduction
• Built-in power savings features
• Advanced software tools to optimize low power design
Industry's Largest On-chip User Flash
• Superior system flexibility with up to 11Mb of on-chip user Flash
• Space-conscious applications
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-• Single-chip solution for failsafe field upgradeability using MultiBoot feature
• Worry free configuration
• New benchmark in non-volatile FPGA market for retention and cycling

Industry's Most Versatile, Low-Cost Embedded Processing Platform
Integrate MicroBlaze™ soft processor into FPGA and reduce BOM
Reduce obsolescence risks with soft processors.
Reduce inventory cost by using common flexible Embedded Processing architecture
across multiple products.

Industry's only High Performance, Low Cost DSP Solution
Fill the DSP performance gap between traditional DSP processors and high-end
ASIC and Virtex®-type solutions
Cost-optimized DSP architecture delivers superior results in performance and
power consumption
Enables new applications in more cost-sensitive applications such as customerpremises wireless access, portable ultrasound, digital displays, surveillance, video
processmg.

2.6.4. SPARTAN-3 FPGA
• Get up to 50% lower total cost than competing FPGAs
• Achieve power savings instantly
• Enable low-cost security using Device DNA

2.6.4.1. High Logic and 1/0 Count
Spartan®-3 FPGAs offer platform capabilities with a wide range of VO and
density options. The Spartan-3 platform solution targets high logic/ pin count designs
and applications.
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2.6.4.2. What's in Spartan-3 FPGA?
Eight devices ranging from 50 K system gates to 5 M system gates Up to 104
Dual Port Block RAM - configurations from 1 to 36 bits wide Up to 104 embedded 18
x 18 multipliers that can be used with or without the BRAMs for DSP and complex
math.Digital Clock Managers (DCM) for precision clocking and clock synthesis.XCITE
technology which eliminates external termination resistors and simplifies PCB layout
while

lowering

the

BOM.Configuration

using

Platform

Flash

with

bitstream

compression.
The leading connectivity platform
Allows the ability to migrate to a larger or smaller device within the same
package, without changing the pin out as the design changes Supports most popular and
emerging single-ended and differential signaling standards including PCI and LVDS Up
to 633 I/O pins Staggered I/O technology which increases the number of I/O per device
compared to the competition
Low cost DSP solutions
1.8 billion multiply and accumulates (MACs) per second Up to 104 18x18 embedded
multipliers for implementing compact DSP structures such as MAC engines, and adaptive
and fully parallel FIR filters
SRLl 6 shift register logic and distributed memory for building compact DSP structures
such as filters Block RAM for storing partial products and coefficients Complex DSP
algorithms,

such

communications

as Forward

Error

Correction

(FEC)

codecs,

filters,

for

digital

and imaging applications common functions such as a single channel, 64-

tap FIR filter running at 8.1 MSPS that can be implemented for an effective cost.

.Configurable logic blocks
• Two slices per CLB - Four LUT I registers per CLB plus extra carry logic for
math and logic functions
• Wide-input functions - 8: 1 mux in one CLB
• Fast arithmetic functions - Two look-ahead carry chains per CLB column
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• Four cascadable l ô-bit addressable shift registers

Multi-level memory architecture
• Up to 520 Kb Distributed SelectRAM™ Memory
• Up to 1.87 Mb Embedded Block RAM
• Popular external memory Interfaces

Precise clock management resources
All digital delay-locked loop (DLL) in each DCM Up to 4 Digital Clock Managers
(DCMs) per device Flexible frequency generation from 5 MHz to 333 MHz Precision phase
shift control for O, 90, 180 or 270 degrees Fine grain control ( 1/256 clock period) for clock
data synchronization Precise 50/50 duty cycle generation.

Why Spartan-3 FPGA?
Lowest total cost. Period.
• Delivers lowest total cost
• Industry's largest selection of device/package options
• Industry's most comprehensive IP library
• Leading embedded and DSP solutions
• Efficient, cost-effective board designs
• Allows use of fewer standard components
• Increased system reliability by eliminating external components

Low-cost Embedded Processing platform
• Integrate MicroBlaze™ soft processor into FPGA and reduce BOM
• Reduce obsolescence risks with soft processors
• Reduce inventory cost by using common flexible Embedded
architecture across multiple products.
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Processing

Complete design solution for optimal results
The industry's most complete programmable

logic design solution for optimal

performance, power management, cost reduction, and productivity
Our free, easy-to-use logic design solution for your Xilinx CPLD or medium
density FPGA, with all the tools included in ISE Foundation, on both Windows and
Linux

Spartan-3 Generation Significantly Lowers Power :

Publications

• Spartan-3 Generation Brochure
• Spartan®-3 generation FPGAs significantly lowers power system designs.
This means longer battery life for portable products as well as power efficiency.
Key factors that enable low power designs include:
• Dual power management modes
• Built-in power saving features
• I SE software low power options
• External component power reduction
• Partners for power savings

Dual power management modes
Significantly reduce power consumption with extremely low power states.
• Suspend mode
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• A single pin activated mode that saves power on all internal states as well as
switching the I/O pins to a predetermined state. Also all input signaling is halted with all
internal circuits shut off.
• Hibernate mode
• A single pin activated mode excellent for extended sleep modes by tri-stating all I/Os.
In this mode, it is safe to shut off all power.
Built-in power savings features; Save device power automatically

with innovative

features and techniques in iSE design tools. .
Automatic block power savings Completely shuts down any unused circuits, routing
and blocks within the device implementation.

Clock resources power savings

Disables unused clock nets on regions, columns and CLBs by organizing and refining
into the minimum number of independent clock domains.
Performs further optimization by clocking each domain at the lowest possible frequency
and use register enable on non-changing clock transitions to reduce power.
Additional power saving techniques can be employed:
• Clock gating I multiplexing
• Digital clock management (DCM)
• Implement DCM external to logic
• Distributed memory
• Block RAM
• Smart architecting block memory optimizing for power vs. speed
Optimize

low power with ISE software.Performance

or utilization

driven

parameters can be chosen when compiling a design.
Power optimization mode reduces routing capacitance to a minimum without
altering timing constraints.External

component

components as well as eliminate them.
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power reduction

Integrate external

Fewer power rail requirements

reduce voltage regulator counts and well as

remove decoupling circuitry due to digital DCM implementation.
Power draw of buffers and line drivers are saved due to quality design of output
drive.

Figure. 2 4 Spartan-3 generation FPGAs eliminate the need for additional external components.

Design Security Solutions

Protect Your Brand with Spartan®-3A/3AN/3A

DSP FPGAs

Companies lose over $500B in lost sales every year because of counterfeit
products. This threat grows by more than 12% per year, tarnishing the reputation.

Spartan-3A/3AN/3A

DSP devices enable designers to implement a low cost,

highly robust security solution to deter reverse-engineering,
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cloning and overbuilding.

Our Device DNA demo highlights how easily Device DNA technology can be
used to implement a low-cost security solution for high volume applications. It requires
either the Spartan-3A FPGA Starter Kit or the Spartan-3AN FPGA Starter Kit.

How Device DNA Works
The Device DNA security mechanism is similar to an ATM transaction.
In an ATM transaction, the active value generated from the card + pin combination is
compared

to a number stored in a bank computer that authorizes

or rejects the

transaction.
Similarly, the unique 57-bit Device DNA number is used with a customer-defined
security algorithm to generate an active value. The active value is compared to a pre
stored check value to determine whether design functionality can proceed.

ATM Card

Figure.25

Bank Computer

ATM PIN

Similarities between Device DNA security and ATM transactions.

You can also enhance your design security with advanced solutions such as:
• Active defense.
• Bitstream validation.
• Advanced data manipulation.

Spartan-3 Compatibility
Within the Spartan-3 family, all devices are pin-compatible by package. When
the need for future logic resources outgrows the capacity of the Spartan-3 device in
current use, a larger device in the same package can serve as a direct replacement.
Larger devices may add extra VREF and VCCO!ines to support a greater number of
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I/Os. In the larger device, more pins can convert from user I/Os to VREF lines.Also,
additional VCCO lines are bonded out to pins that were "not connected" in the smaller
device. Thus, it is important to plan for future upgrades at the time of the board's initial
design by laying out connections to the extra pins.
The Spartan-3 family is not pin-compatible

with any previous Xilinx FPGA

family or with other platforms among the Spartan-3 Generation FPGAs.
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CONCLUSION

The Design that has telling is Barrel Shifter,lt shifts a data word by shift
amount.It is Synchronous with the clock.It uses VHDL as a language, XILINX ISE
9. li as software.
In this project, designed the 16 bit Barrel Shifter using VHDL language and the
Xilinx ISE tools to program the Spartan 3 FPGA. First writing the requirements,
specification, define the Barrel Shifter inputs and outputs, define the Barrel Shifter
function,the VHDL code. Then using the Xilinx ISE tools. To complete the project.
In a Barrel Shifter the bits are shifted the desired number of bit positions in a
single clock cycle that can attainment time by using a VHDL Xilinx.The Barrel Shifter
is faster then the other shift registers.Because the data can shift as wanting to shift in a
one clock cycle.And user do not neccessary to busy with any complex electronic
circuits, just

writing a program and then connecting the device that users want to

regulate.
· To sum up the programming in Xilinx has become so functional that required
results can be easily achieved with faultless results.
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